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Abstract
Trust transfer is a promising perspective on prevalent discussions about trust in AI-capable technologies.
However, the convergence of AI with other technologies
challenges existing theoretical assumptions. First, it remains unanswered whether both trust in AI and the base
technology is necessary for trust transfer. Second, a nuanced view on trust sources is needed, considering the
dual role of trust. To address these issues, we examine
whether trust in providers and trust in technologies are
necessary trust conditions. We conducted a survey with
432 participants in the context of autonomous vehicles
and applied necessary condition analysis. Our results
indicate that trust in AI technology and vehicle technology are necessary sources. In contrast, only vehicle providers represent a necessary source. We contribute to
research by providing a novel perspective on trust in AI,
applying a promising data analysis method to reveal
necessary trust sources, and consider duality of trust in
trust transfer.

1. Introduction
Trust has been a central concept in technology acceptance research for decades and has proven to be a key
determinant of individuals' willingness to accept and use
a technology because it mitigates uncertainties and risks
related to vulnerabilities [1-3]. It is therefore not surprising that the question of how to establish trust in AI-capable technologies has become a core discussion in contemporary information systems (IS) research [e.g., 4, 5,
6]. By an AI-capable technology, we refer to a base technology that is augmented or automated with AI technologies (e.g., computer vision, natural language processing, or pattern recognition), and thus AI-capable
technologies result from the convergence of AI with
base technologies [7, 8]. For example, AI more and
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more converges with vehicle technology (as base technology). This convergence results in AI-capable autonomous vehicles (AVs) that provide driver assistant and
infotainment functions [9]. Several frameworks and
guidelines to promote trust in AI have recently been developed and published by researchers, industry, and policymakers [e.g., 6, 10]. Likewise, research recently examined antecedents of trust in AI (e.g., explainable AI
[11]) and analyzed the impact of trust on user beliefs and
behaviors (e.g., user satisfaction with AI technologies
[5]). While providing valuable contributions, extant research has neglected to consider trust transfer processes
to establish trust in AI-capable technologies. Trust
transfer theory proposes that users’ trusting beliefs in already existing and familiar sources (e.g., a technology
or a person) may transfer to a novel and unknown target
[12, 13]. Such trust transfer typically results if users perceive a strong relationship between a familiar source
and an unknown target [12, 13]. We argue that trust
transfer processes are also likely to occur in the case of
novel AI-capable technologies because they result from
the convergence of AI with one or more base technologies that, as trust sources, are typically known by users
[14]. For example, if AI technology is embedded in the
vehicle technology, leading to AI-capable AVs, users
may transfer their established trust in familiar vehicle
technologies and supposedly also transfer trust in related
AI technologies (e.g., virtual assistants like Alexa or
Siri) to unknown AVs.
However, the convergence of AI and base technologies challenges existing theoretical assumptions of
trust transfer for two reasons. First, trusting AI-capable
technologies may necessitate multiple sources of trust
transfer, meaning that users may require both trusting
beliefs in a base technology (e.g., vehicle technology)
and in AI to trust the unknown AI-capable technology.
Although recent research has already validated multisource trust transfer in related contexts [e.g., 15], AIspecifics put in doubt whether a trust transfer from AI is

achievable. In particular, trust transfer requires users to
be familiar with AI as a trust source [12, 13]. Yet, users
may still lack experience or profound knowledge of extant AI technologies due to their novelty and complexity, among others [16]. It remains of high interest to understand if users’ trusting beliefs in both trust sources
are necessary (i.e., in the base technology and AI) or
whether trust in one source is sufficient to achieve trust
transfer in an unknown AI-capable technology.
Second, extant research on trust transfer has mostly
focused on either a known technology or provider as a
source for trust transfer [e.g., 12, 17]. On the contrary,
trust research proposes that users’ trust typically takes
an interwoven dual role: trust in a provider and trust in
a technology that must be considered in parallel [18, 19].
The duality of trust is particularly relevant in the context
of AI because users may lack an understanding of concrete AI but may be familiar with the AI providers behind them, such as Google, Microsoft, IBM, or Amazon.
For example, Alphabet (i.e., Google) now cooperates
with Daimler concerning AI-capable autonomous
trucks. Users of AVs may be familiar with Alphabet but
not with the specific AI technology used to augment vehicle technology. From a trust transfer perspective, it remains unanswered whether both trust in providers and
trust in technologies as trust sources are necessary to establish trust in an AI-capable technology. A more nuanced perspective on multi-source trust transfer is therefore warranted in the context of AI-capable technologies, which considers trust transfer of both providers and
technologies to enable the comparison of necessary trust
conditions. We therefore seek to answer the research
question (RQ):
RQ: What are the necessary trust sources in multisource trust transfer into AI-capable technologies from
a dual trust perspective (i.e., trust in technologies and
trust in providers)?
To answer our RQ, we ground our research in trust
transfer theory [12, 13] and develop a theoretical model
focusing on multi-source trust transfer while taking a
dual trust perspective and discussing whether both trust
sources are needed [19]. Specifically, we focus on the
context of trust transfer from known vehicle technologies and AI to unknown AVs. We tested our theoretical
model by conducting an online survey among 432 participants and performing a necessary condition analysis
(NCA) [20].
Our results confirm that trust in vehicle technologies and trust in AI technologies form necessary sources
to transfer trust in AVs. On the provider level, however,
our study leads to counterintuitive findings: only trust in
vehicle providers is perceived as a necessary source,
whereas trust in AI providers does not meet the necessary condition requirement. This study contributes to the
literature in three key areas. First, we provide a novel

theoretical perspective on establishing trust in converging AI-capable technologies by suggesting the presence
of trust transfer processes in the context of AI. Second,
we contribute to trust transfer theory by showing the importance of the duality of trust, indicating that trust
transfer processes emerge from both a provider and
technology trust perspective. Third, we highlight the
usefulness of conducting NCAs, introduced by Dul [20],
to understand which trust sources are a necessary condition in multi-source trust transfer.

2. Background
2.1. Trust in autonomous vehicles
A common research case of converging AI with
base technologies is AI-enhanced driving functionalities
in AVs [4]. The step-by-step convergence of AI with vehicle technology is typically divided into six levels of
automation [21]. Level zero defines a vehicle without
automated functionalities and thus without AI capabilities. While the level of automation increases, the amount
and variety of AI capabilities also increase to support
autonomous driving functionalities [9]. For example, in
intermediate levels of automation, AI supports the
driver with a range of functionalities, such as lane-keeping assistance, speed control, or infotainment systems,
whereas the drivers continue to be responsible and in
control of their vehicles. With higher levels of automation, AI takes over more and more actions for the drivers, allowing them to relinquish control of their vehicle
to the AI in predefined situations (e.g., on specially upgraded highways). At level five, convergence of AI and
the vehicle is most advanced, and AI enhances intelligent automation to match the capabilities of human drivers in most driving scenarios.
However, the convergence of AI and vehicle technologies is a double-edged sword and not only brings
advantages (e.g., optimizing traffic or cost-efficient
share mobility [9]) but also drawbacks: the use of AVs
contains high physical risks such as accidents at high
speeds; and it reflects a step-change from augmentation,
where users collaborate closely with AI-capable technology, to automation, where technology is completely
taking over complex human tasks. Consequently, it is
important to understand how people establish trust in
AVs and what trust conditions are necessary for the
trust-building process [4].

2.2. Duality of trust
Nowadays, most IS research adopts a dual perspective on trust. First, trust in people or organizations [18,
22], such as trust in a provider [2], team members [23],

or vehicle providers. Second, trust in technology or,
more specifically, in an IT artifact [18, 22], like a cloud
service [19] or vehicle technology. Trust in people and
trust in technology not only differ on the underlying object but also regarding the trusting beliefs. Interpersonal
trusting beliefs reflect judgments that the other party has
appropriate attributes and motives to behave as expected
in a risky situation [24], whereas technology-related
trust reflects beliefs about a technology’s characteristics
rather than of its motives [18]. Previous research agrees
that individuals can change their expectations about a
person’s competence (i.e., their ability to do what the
individual needs), benevolence (i.e., their care and motivation to act in the individual’s interests), and integrity
(i.e., their honesty and promise-keeping) [25]. By contrast, trust in a technology typically refers to the functionality of the technology (i.e., providing features
needed to complete a task), its helpfulness (i.e., help
functionalities will provide necessary advice), and its reliability (i.e., technology will consistently operate
properly) [18, 26]. In the case of AI-capable technologies, both lenses on trust may play a decisive role because users may lack knowledge about AI technologies
but may be familiar with their providers or vice versa
[6]. Although trust may be established based on users’
perceptions toward its technological functionalities and
its provider, the question is whether both trust perspectives are necessary to transfer users’ trust into an unknown AI-capable technology. We therefore look at
trust transfer theory.

2.3. Related research on trust transfer
In its essence, trust transfer theory explains the relationship between an already known trusted source and
a novel, unknown target [12, 13]. Extant research indicates that users' trust in a trusted and familiar source can
be transferred to a relatively unknown target under the
condition that the target has a strong relationship with
the trusted source [12]. Thus, trust transfer can be characterized as a fundamental form of trust adjustment between two objects. For example, if users perceive the
relationship between a source and a target as close and
strong, the transferability of trust is more likely to happen. In contrast, users may not trust the target if the
source-target relationship is perceived as weak.
In general, research on trust transfer remains scarce
(refer to Gong et al. [17] for a recent review) and has not
been applied to the context of AI-capable technologies.
Exploring whether trust transfer also applies to AI contexts provides a promising perspective on prevalent discussions about trusting AI and supports researchers in
better theorizing the emergence of trust in AI-capable
technologies. Nevertheless, understanding trust transfer

into converged technologies remains challenging given
its multi-source character and the duality of trust.
Regarding the multi-source character, prior research has shown that trust transfer can appear in both a
single-source context (e.g., from trust in web payment
services to trust in mobile payment services [17]) and a
multi-source context (e.g., from trust in public administration and the Internet to the public e-service [27]). In
particular, prior research has analyzed whether an increase in trusting beliefs toward a source lead to higher
trust in a target. The interpretation of relationships between the source and the target, therefore, follows a sufficiency logic, meaning that a determinant (e.g., trust in
AI) may be sufficient to produce the outcome (e.g., trust
in AV) [20, 28]. However, it may not be necessary, and
thus the absence of one trust source could be compensated by another trust source. For example, trust in vehicle technologies may compensate a lack of trust in AI
technologies.
In contrast to sufficiency logic, necessity logic implies “that an outcome–or a certain level of an outcome–
can only be achieved if the necessary cause is in place
or is at a certain level” [28]. Coming back to our example, both trust sources may be necessary to achieve trust
in AV. Taking such a necessity logic perspective is
promising because it helps to identify must-have factors
that must be satisfied to achieve a certain outcome [28].
In the context of trust transfer, taking a necessity logic
thus clarifies which trust sources are needed to achieve
trust in an unknown target, which has, however, been
neglected so far in extant trust transfer literature.
Considering the highlighted importance of the duality of trust in an AI-capable technology context, a
more nuanced view on necessary trust sources is needed.
Reviewing trust transfer literature reveals extant research has either focused on technology trust transfer
(e.g., trust in websites, e-WOM services, and web shopping services [17]), or interpersonal trust transfer (e.g.,
trusted members and the community [29]) but to the best
of our knowledge not on both at the same time. We thus
lack a clear understanding of whether trust transfer is
possible simultaneously at the technology and provider
level and which of these trust sources are necessary. As
a result, further research is required that considers the
trust duality in multi-source trust transfer.

3. Research model
To understand which trust sources are a necessary
condition for trust in an unknown target, we first reflect
on trust transfer mechanisms. Trust transfer’s basic
premise is a unique categorization process in that users’
trusting beliefs toward a source could be extended to
their trusting beliefs toward a target through categorybased processing [12, 13]. Users typically place objects

in different categories to classify, interpret, and understand their information about these and related objects
[30]. A category is a set of systems, persons, products,
or other entities that appear, to the user, related in some
way. For example, users may assign Google, Amazon,
and Microsoft to the category ‘AI provider’. By grouping objects together that are alike in important respects,
users enhance information processing efficiency and
cognitive stability [31]. A key construct in theoretical
accounts of categorization and trust transfer is similarity
because it moderates the transfer of cognitive beliefs
from one stimulus to another [30]. In order for trust to
be transferred from a source to the target, users have to
identify a close similarity between the source and the
target object. If a source is similar to the target object,
users are likely to assign the target object in the same
category as the source, and transfer knowledge, affect,
and intentions to the lesser-known target object [12, 30].
Prior research on trust transfer and categorization has
conceptualized similarity as having a strong business relationship or offering similar technology functionality,
among others [17]. These conceptualizations align with
the duality of trust, proposing that an interpersonal trust
transfer emerges in case of a strong business relationship and technology trust transfer in case of similar
functionality, respectively.
First, taking an interpersonal trust perspective, users will put the vehicle provider, AI provider, and AV
provider in the same category if users perceive their association and a strong business tie [32]. For example, if
users trust organization A and perceive that organizations A and B are partners, users will trust organization
B as well to experience cognitive balance [32]. Although vehicle providers may build the AV themselves,
including the intelligent autonomous driving functionalities, more and more providers are taking a different approach in practice and start collaborative projects with
experienced and familiar AI providers. Thus, most AV
providers are a joint partnership between an existing vehicle provider and AI provider. One example is the association of Mercedes with Waymo, which is owned by
Alphabet. To this end, AI, and vehicle providers commonly converge to form AV providers. In line with trust
transfer theory, we presume that trust transfer only
emerges if users put the AV provider and the AI and vehicle provider in the same category, for example, when
users recognize their mutual cooperation to offer the
AVs. Since users may be already familiar with AI and
vehicle providers, users may then swiftly become familiar with the AV provider, especially when they perceive
a strong relationship. Given the interwoven interplay of
the AI and vehicle providers to offer AVs, we argue that
the users must have faith in both the AI and vehicle providers’ competence, integrity, and benevolence to trust

the (converged) AV provider. In contrast, if users believe that, for instance, an AI provider sells personal
driving information to a third party (i.e., having low integrity), such as GPS locations of the vehicle, the categorization processes are hampered. Consequently, the
user will not transfer trust to the AV provider, which is
why we believe that trust in both providers is a necessary condition to establish trust in the target provider.
Thus, we hypothesize:
H1a: Users’ trust in vehicle providers is necessary
for users’ trust in AV providers.
H1b: Users’ trust in AI providers is necessary for
users’ trust in AV providers.
Second, taking a technology trust perspective, trust
transfer research argues similarly that users’ trust is
transferred based on the perceived technology similarity
[12, 13]. Users may put the source technology and the
target technology into one category based on similar
technology functionality. In the context of AVs, we argue that users will put vehicle technology and AV technology into the same category because it provides similar mobility functionalities. AVs will continue to consist
of wheels, breaks, and a similar driving equipment,
while initially retaining the steering wheel and pedals
for the possibility of driver interactions. With higher
levels of automation, more and more AI functionalities
will be added, such as voice assistants or the possibility
of autonomous driving based on intelligent automation
without driver interactions [4]. These technological
functionalities are similar to related AI-capable technologies, such as voice assistants in the home environment
[e.g., 33] or intelligent automated customer chatbots
[e.g., 34]. If users perceive technology similarities between AVs and their sources (i.e., vehicle technologies
and AI technologies), they may put them into the same
category, such as ‘trustworthy technologies’. In contrast, if users have, for instance, high trust in vehicle
technologies but doubt about an AI technology’s reliability to provide safe automated-driving functions.
Then, users may have less faith in AV’s performance,
contrasting their trust in vehicle technologies, ultimately
disturbing the categorization and trust transfer process.
Thus, we propose that trust in AI technologies and vehicle technologies are both necessary conditions to transfer trust in AV technologies and hypothesize:
H2a: Users’ trust in vehicle technologies is necessary for users’ trust in AV technologies.
H2b: Users’ trust in AI technologies is necessary
for users’ trust in AV technologies.

4. Research approach
4.1. Overview of necessary condition analysis
We perform necessary condition analysis (NCA) to
test our hypotheses⸺a research method that was recently developed and is increasingly applied in the IS
discipline. Given its novelty, we first provide a brief
overview of the method.
NCA was originally introduced by Dul in 2016 [20]
to enable the identification of necessary conditions in
data sets [20]. The uniqueness of NCA is that it reveals
areas in scatter plots of dependent and independent variables that may indicate the presence of a necessary condition instead of analyzing the average relationships
[28]. Unlike ordinary least squares-based regression
techniques that produce a dashed line through the center
of the relevant data points, such as PLS-SEM, NCA determines a ceiling line on top of the data [28]. The ceiling line separates the space with observations from the
space without observations, whereas two default ceiling
lines are available: (1) the ceiling envelopment–free disposal hull (CE-FDH) line, which is a nondecreasing
step-wise linear line (step function); and (2) the ceiling
regression–free disposal hull (CR-FDH) line, which is a
simple linear regression line through the CE-FDH line
[20].
For a variable to be a necessary condition, the
empty space is decisive, whereas the larger the empty
space, the larger the constraint of a variable on another.
Each variable can be assessed in detail using a bottleneck table (e.g., Table 4 in Section 4.2.5). For the analysis with NCA, two key parameters are important: ceiling accuracy (c-accuracy) and necessity effect size d.
The c-accuracy provides the number of observations
that are on or below the ceiling line divided by the total
number of observations and multiplied by 100. While
the c-accuracy of the CE-FDH is 100% per definition, it
may be below 100% for the CR-FDH. Although there is
no specific rule for an acceptable level of c-accuracy,
estimating with a benchmark value (e.g., 95%) is recommended [20]. The necessity effect size d is calculated
by dividing the ceiling zone (i.e., empty space) by the
scope (i.e., space containing observations). While d
ranging between 0 ≤ d ≤ 1, a small effect is characterized
as 0 < d < .1, a medium effect as .1 ≤ d < .3, a large effect
as .3 ≤ d < .5, and a very large effect as d ≥ .5. Previous
studies agreed on an effect size threshold of at least d ≥
.1 (at least a medium effect) to accept necessary conditions hypotheses [e.g., 28, 35]. Finally, to evaluate the
significance of the meaningfulness of the effect size, a
permutation test has to be considered when analyzing a
necessary condition [36].

However, NCA is limited to only analyzing relationships between observable characteristics (e.g., regarding scales and the absence or presence of characteristics) or researchers’ created indices (e.g., an index of
business performance) [28]. With the help of computing
factor scores or composite scores (e.g., via PLS-SEM),
the NCA can be extended to measure unobservable, latent concepts, such as user satisfaction, use intention,
and perceived usefulness [28]. To address this condition, it is therefore recommended to use the composite
scores of PLS-SEM [28], while their generation considering the context of the structural model [37]. Using the
indicator weights as input, PLS-SEM computes composite scores for each construct as linear combinations of
the corresponding indicators, which have shown good
reliability [38].

4.2. Necessary condition analysis application
We followed the steps proposed by Ringle et al.
[28] to perform the NCA. First, we developed a survey
to test our hypotheses (Sections 4.2.1-4.2.2). Second, we
conducted the cross-sectional survey using online panel
data provided by Amazon Mechanical Turk (Section
4.2.3). Using online panel data has been shown to be
suitable for studying trust-related phenomena [e.g., 34,
39]. Research has demonstrated that the results of surveys using MTurk have high reliability and provide
high-quality data comparable to student samples or
online convenience samples [e.g., 40]. We restricted potential participants to those with a high reputation (at
least 95% approval ratings and at least 5,000 conducted
tasks) to ensure sufficiently high data quality [41]. We
restricted participation to US workers to reduce cultural
biases, and ensured minimum fair payment of participants (i.e., federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour).
Afterward, we prepared and checked the data, evaluated
the reliability and validity of the measurement models
(Section 4.2.4). Next, we generated the latent variables
scores using SmartPLS software, version 3.3.3 [42] and
transferred them to R to perform the NCA (Section
4.2.5). Due to the fact that the c-accuracy of all variables
is above 95%, we used the CR-FDH line due to its better
handling of outliers and measurement errors [20].
4.2.1. Survey procedures. We used six steps to collect
survey data. First, we provided a short description of the
study's objective, context, and examples of AI technologies (i.e., virtual assistants, recommender systems).
Second, we asked subjects to think of a trustworthy AI
provider and its provided AI technology they know and
like, since familiarity with the source technology is required to enable trust transfer [12, 13]. We asked subjects to name the AI provider they thought of or select

one in a list provided by us (i.e., Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, Google, IBM Watson). We then measured subjects’ trust perceptions toward the AI provider and its AI
technology. Analog to this, subjects should next think of
a trustworthy car manufacturer and its cars they know
and like, and name it or select one of the provided ones
(i.e., Toyota, Ford, VW, Tesla). Note that we narrowed
down the area of vehicles to “cars” within the survey to
achieve higher subject comprehensibility. Afterward,
we measured subjects’ trust in the car manufacturer and
its car technology. Third, we added an attention check
to control for continued attention and created a washout
period between the measurement of our independent and
dependent variables by letting subjects read an unrelated
text and click on a hidden link [43]. Fourth, we introduced subjects into a scenario where they should consider the fictional example that their employer provides
them with a company car as part of their salary. They
had two options, whereas they could choose from a car
with conventional technology and a car with AI-enabled
autonomous driving technology. We provided the subjects with brief information about the autonomous car
provider (i.e., a cooperation that has formed between the
AI provider and car manufacturer to illustrate business
tie-strength) and the technology (i.e., autonomous car
technology takes over the complete control of the autonomous car when driving on the highway and providing
further driver assistant functionalities to illustrate technical consistency). Fifth, we measured our dependent
Table 1. Measurement Items
Label Item
Loading
Trust in Provider [Vehicle / AI / AV] [23]
Overall, I feel that I can trust [VeTP1
hicle Manufacturer / AI Provider /
[.818 / .884/ .922]
AV Provider] completely.
I feel comfortable depending on
[Vehicle Manufacturer / AI ProTP2
[.879 / .907 / .931]
vider / AV Provider] for the completion of AI-supported tasks.
I am comfortable letting [Vehicle
Manufacturer / AI Provider / AV
Provider] take responsibility for
TP3
[.864 / .886 / .908]
tasks which are critical to [Vehicle
/ AI / AV Technology] even when
I cannot control them.
Trust in Technology [Vehicle / AI / AV] [18]
The [Vehicle / AI / AV] technology…
TT1
... is a very reliable technology.
[.872 / .870 / .898]
TT2
... does not fail me.
[.808 / .859 / .909]
TT3
... is extremely dependable.
[.895 / .891 / * ]
TT4
... does not malfunction for me.
[ * / .831 / .906]
TT5
... has the functionality I need.
[.866 / .847 / .905]
... has the features required to fulTT6
[.843 / .857 / .791]
fill my needs.
... has the ability to do what I want
TT7
[.872 / * / * ]
it to do.
* item was dropped during measurement model assessment

variables, namely trust in the AV technology and provider. Finally, we collected control variables and demographics.
4.2.2. Survey measures. We followed methodological
recommendations and used previously validated scales
for measuring the constructs in our survey (refer to Table 1). To measure individuals’ trust in technology, we
adopted measures from McKnight et al. [18] and individuals' trust in providers from Staples and Webster
[23]. Note that we adapted and rephrased measurement
items to fit our context and inserted the name of the proposed or selected vehicle manufacturer and AI provider
(i.e., ”I feel comfortable depending on VW for the completion of driving”). We also added items to measure a
latent marker variable (i.e., ”Music is important to my
life”; "Bears are amazing animals”; “I find rugby interesting”; ”When it comes to art, I prefer paintings over
photography”) [44].
4.2.3. Descriptive statistics. We recruited 432 participants, of which we removed 53 responses because 31
participants failed attention checks and 22 participants
rushed through the survey. This process resulted in 379
valid responses. This number exceeds the approximate
sample size of 198, which we calculated using the tool
G*Power (power = .95, effect size f² = .1) [45] as well
as the median sample size of 200 from prior SEM studies [46]. More men (32.5% females) participated in our
survey, and participants were, on average, 30.4 years of
age (minimum 23 years, maximum 67 years). Most participants had a high school (18.5%) or undergraduate degree (62.8%, 13.2% graduate degree), have held a
driver’s license for more than 5 years (86.3%, no driver
license 1.3%), had a vehicle which is 3 to 5 years
(26.6%) or over 5 years (47.2%) old and used their vehicle daily (64.4%) or weekly (29.6%). On average, participants indicated that they often interacted with AI
technologies (60.7 on a 100-point sliding scale) and
rated the realism of the scenario with 82.5 on a 100point sliding scale.
4.2.4. Data analysis and results. First, we assessed the
measurement model. We assessed univariate and multivariate normality of the measurement items in our survey. One trust in vehicle technology item had the highest absolute skewness value of 2.091 (i.e., TT4), falling
below the acceptable threshold of 3.0 for skewness [46].
Regarding the highest absolute kurtosis value, items of
trust in technology for vehicle (i.e., TT4), AI, and AV
(i.e., TT7) exceed the threshold 10.0 for kurtosis [46],

Table 2. Measurement assessment
Construct

AVE

.947

.780

.883

.944

.848

.813
(.882)

.921

.890

.729

.514
(.592)

.508
(.588)

.854

.944

.739

.496
(.532)
.471
(.522)
.581
(.622)

.320
(.340)
.530
(.592)
.447
(.478)

.738
(.845)
.603
(.713)
.638
(.713)

1
1. Trust in
AV technology
2. Trust in
AV provider
3. Trust in
vehicle provider
4. Trust in
vehicle technology
5. Trust in
AI provider
6. Trust in
AI technology

Fornell-Larcker Criterion
(HTMT)
2
3
4
5

CR

.921
.944

.796
.738

6

the model constructs were found to be very small
(<.200) [51], and we, therefore, conclude that a potential
CMV does not pose a significant threat to our results.
Table 3. NCA effect sizes
Construct
Trust in AI technology
Trust in vehicle technology

.860
.455
(.499)
.653
(.697)

.892
.669
(.738)

Construct
.859

which we then removed to ensure that the distributions
of our measurement items do not deviate significantly
from normality. We also controlled for data outliers and
removed two observations exposing extreme outlines
(z-score > 3) in trust in vehicle technology.
Second, we assessed the constructs' reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity (refer to Table 2). All indicators fulfilled the minimum loading requirements (significance and load value) between the indicator and its latent construct, achieving convergent validity. The average variance extracted (AVE) was higher
than the suggested minimum of .50 [47]. The composite
reliability (CR) values were above .70, demonstrating
good internal consistency [48]. Regarding discriminant
validity, the square root of each construct’s AVE exceeded the inter-construct correlations. In addition, we
measured the heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratios of
correlations. The HTMT between trust in AV technology and AV provider (.88) slightly exceeds the recommended threshold of .85 [38]. We decided to keep both
constructs in our model because the Fornell-Larcker
Criterion and the less conservative HTMT threshold of
.90 are met, and more importantly, because prior theory
has already acknowledged a strong relationship between
trusting beliefs in technology and provider [e.g., 25].
We also examined variance inflation factor (VIF) values
to test for multicollinearity in our data. All VIF values
were below the threshold of 5, except for TT3 in case of
trust in AV technology (i.e., VIF = 6.185), which we
then removed to ensure that our data is not subject to
severe multicollinearity issue [49].
Third, we account for common method variance
(CMV) not only ex-ante through the careful design of
the questionnaire, applying the recommendations of
Podsakoffet al. [50]), but also ex-post by running a
measured latent marker variable (MLMV) test and performing a construct level correction [44] relying on
PLS-SEM and SmartPLS software, version 3.3.3 [42].
We added a CMV construct comprising the four MLMV
items for each construct, modeled them as impacting
each model construct, and compared the bootstrapping
results. The differences in the path coefficients between

Trust in AV provider
CR-FDH (d) p-Value c-accuracy
.121
<.001
98.7%
.255
<.001
98.1%
Trust in AV technology
CR-FDH (d) p-Value c-accuracy

Trust in AI provider
Trust in
vehicle provider

.030

.264

99.7%

.286

<.001

98.7%

4.2.5. NCA data analysis and results. The NCA’s results (see Table 3) show a sufficiently high c-accuracy
(c-accuracy > 95%) and indicate that for trust in AV
technology, both trust sources are meaningful and significant necessary condition (d > .100, p < .001). Thus,
trust in AI technology and trust in vehicle technology
have a medium effect on trust in AV technology, supporting H2a and H2b. For trust in AV provider, however, only trust in vehicle provider is meaningful and a
significant necessary condition (d = .286, medium effect, p < .001), supporting H1a. In contrast, trust in AI
provider is not significant (d = .030, p = .264), not supporting H1b.
Table 4. Bottleneck table (percentages)
Trust in AI technology
Bottleneck Trust in AV technology
0..20
NN
30
NN
40
NN
50
1.9
60
10.8
70
19.7
80
28.6
90
37.5
100
46.3
Trust in AI provider
Bottleneck Trust in AV provider
0..20
NN
30
NN
40
NN
50
NN
60
NN
70
NN
80
NN
90
14.0
100
36.7

Trust in vehicle technology
NN
0.6
10.8
21.0
31.2
41.5
51.7
61.9
72.1
Trust in vehicle provider
NN
7.3
16.8
26.3
35.8
45.3
54.8
64.2
73.7

Each necessary condition can be assessed in detail with
the bottleneck tables [28]. The bottleneck table represent an alternative form of the ceiling line results while
it specifies the level of trust in a source that is necessary for a certain level of trust in a target. For example,

Table 4 highlights that in order to reach a 60% level of
trust in AV technology, two necessary conditions need
to be in place: trust in AI technology at no less than
10.8% and trust in vehicle technology at no less than
31.2%. In contrast, to reach a 60% level of trust in AV
provider, only one necessary condition needs to be in
place: trust in vehicle provider at no less than 35.8%.

5. Discussion
5.1. Principal findings
In this study, we investigated what trust sources are necessary for trust transfer in a multi-source context. Following trust transfer theory, we were able to show that
users perceive a strong similarity between vehicle and
AV technology, leading to trust transfer [12, 13]. Similar to current understandings that AVs still resemble vehicles based on recognizable mobility functionalities
and interior/exterior design [e.g., 4, 9], we show that
trust in vehicle technologies is a necessary condition for
transferring trust in AV technologies. Our results indicate that trust in vehicle providers is also a necessary
condition because users continue to perceive vehicle
providers and AV providers as similar and thus put them
into the same category.
Surprisingly and against our propositions, users
seem to be hesitant to associate AI with AV technology.
Although we could identify a medium effect of trust in
AI technology on trust in AV technology, the medium
effect of trust in vehicle technology on trust in AV technology was stronger than the effect of trust in AI technology on trust in AV technology. This may be the case
because autonomous driving functionalities do not yet
have a high market penetration [4] and users may still
be skeptical due to trust-related issues of these AI-enabled functionalities [9]. Thus, users seem to perceive the
link between trust in AI technology as a week but necessary source condition for trust in AVs. Counterintuitively, we could not confirm our hypothesis regarding
the necessity of trust in AI providers for trust in AV providers. Eventually, users do not yet seem to associate AI
providers with vehicle development. Similar to the technology perspective, the reason for this may be that the
focus is still on the vehicle and not on the autonomous
driving functionalities, and thus, the importance and necessity of the traditional vehicle providers remains. Although the new autonomous driving functionalities are
emerging due to the convergence of AI with vehicles [6,
14], users still seem to trust a vehicle provider more in
developing these driving-related functionalities. However, we show that despite the lack of trust in one source
(i.e., trust in AI providers), it is still possible to transfer
trust to the target, given at least trust in the other source
(i.e., trust in vehicles).

5.2. Theoretical and practical contributions
From a research perspective, our study yields several important contributions. First, we provide a novel
theoretical lens on establishing trust in new converging
AI-capable technologies by suggesting the presence of
trust transfer in the context of AI, thereby extending recent research efforts to understand trust in AI [e.g., 6,
10]. By converging AI with a base technology while creating an AI-capable technology, multi-source trust
transfer offers the theoretical basis to include users’
trusting beliefs of multiple sources when examining the
trust transfer process. Second, we contribute to trust
transfer theory by showing the importance of the duality
of trust, whereas the predominance of trust transfer research has either analyzed technology [17] or interpersonal trust transfer [29]. Our study demonstrates that
different sources are necessary for multi-source trust
transfer depending on the trust perspective. Third, we
applied an NCA to help identify which trust sources are
necessary conditions for a multi-source trust transfer
[20]. In doing so, we not only apply a novel data analysis
method but also show its suitability for IS research phenomena. We thereby extend prior trust transfer research
taking a subjective logic, relating to mainly argumentative derivation of necessary sources in trust transfer by
statistical analysis (e.g., SEM). Indeed, our research
highlights that both technology trust sources are needed
to achieve users’ trust in AV technologies. Studying the
effect-sizes and bottleneck table provides detailed insights about the predominance of each trust source,
which may also be considered when understanding the
transfer of trust in other AI-capable technologies.
For practitioners, our results provide insights into
which sources may be necessary to establish trust in AIcapable technologies. AV providers should bear in mind
that both technology sources should be considered to
understand how users may establish trust in AVs. This
suggests that conventional vehicle providers will not
only have to address vehicle-specific innovations in
terms of trust in technical functionalities but also trust
in AI. By contrast, our results may indicate that AI-capable technology providers should ensure that users perceive the relationship with the base technology provider
as being necessary compared to the AI provider. Consequently, possible cooperation should continue to center
on the base technology provider (i.e., vehicle provider).

5.3. Limitations and future research
Our study is subject to limitations that open avenues
for future research. First, our study uses the online platform MTurk for the selection of study participants.
While prior research acknowledges MTurk’s suitability
for behavioral studies [e.g., 40], future research should

employ additional means of data collection. For
instance, engaging multiple online panel providers or
conducting behavioral experiments could help to
triangulate insights. Second, we witnessed minor discriminant validity issues (i.e., between trust in AV technology and AV provider). Future research may compare
multi-source trust transfer processes on a provider and
technology with general trust perceptions in more detail.
Third, NCA is a new technique, and not all issues regarding statistical and causal inference have been resolved. Future research on the statistical properties of
estimated ceiling lines and confidence interval estimation is needed further to understand the necessity of conditions [35]. Fourth, we refrained from comparing NCA
and SEM results in this study to keep the focus on identifying necessary trust conditions.
With this study, we wanted to create opportunities
for behavioral research to yield fresh insight into how to
establish trust in AI-capable technologies. In doing so,
we also encourage researchers to look at trust transfer
theory from a necessity logic to gain deeper insights into
how trust is established in related technologies [12]. Future research in multi-source trust transfer may consider
a two-step approach (i.e., analyzing the SEM and conducting NCA [28]) to understand which sources are necessary [20]. Finally, future research may take a deeper
look at the role of the AI provider in trust transfer to
better explain and resolve our surprising findings.

6. Conclusion
In this study, we aimed to understand the necessary
trust sources to achieve trust in AI-capable technologies.
To do so, we contextualized multi-source trust transfer
from a dual trust perspective while including AI and vehicle technologies and providers as trust sources and AV
technologies and providers as trust target. By conducting an NCA, we revealed the necessity of both trust in
vehicle providers and trust in vehicle technologies as a
source to transfer trust in AVs. Regarding trust in AI,
we show that only trust in AI technology is necessary,
whereas trust in AI providers surprisingly is not significant and relevant. We contribute to both research and
practice by fostering a deeper understanding of necessary conditions of trust sources in trust transfer. This
knowledge can be used to identify how to establish trust
in AI-capable technology and ultimately show, with the
help of the NCA, how to investigate which sources are
necessary for a multi-source trust transfer.
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